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generated over the summer were presented at a public event at the end of the festival (bottom). Photographs by the author.
(to occupy the usually blank left-hand page, opposite the first page of the article).
Futuremakers: Play and Festivities in the Park

Name of the Curated Festival or Event:
Futuremakers: Play and Festivities in the Park
Location and Date
Midlands Arts Centre (MAC), Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham, UK. Summer 2017.
Description
Futuremakers was a participatory arts event that engaged a public audience to "play, make, build" over a period of eight weeks, culminating in a final event, the "Big Review." It was festival-like in its program structure and in the celebration of local contributions. Run at the Midlands Arts Centre (MAC), Birmingham, it was intended to explore heritage and community through creative making. The MAC is in Cannon Hill Park, a picturesque Victorian municipal park in South Birmingham that plays a prominent role in events for residents, artists, and community groups. The park regularly hosts formal themed festivals -religious or seasonal celebrations -as well as informal gatherings at the Victorian bathing ponds that come with their own rituals of how you enjoy and participate in a public space. 1 Futuremakers sought to establish a creative environment to learn about local history by working with invited makers who occupied the institution for two weeks at a time:
Dual Works, whose primary discipline is jewelry and object fabrication; Simon and Tom Bloor, visual artists who work with play spaces and storylines; and myself, acting on behalf of Co.LAB, with our experience of building architectural structures.
In a series of workshops, the makers collaborated with groups of children to develop a series of "pavilions" to be set around the art center and park.
Exploratory play became the vehicle to recount fictional and collected stories of the park and the art center building. An expanding exhibition display in the gallery involved a particular kind of curating, as the children constantly created new art works and playful structures. The workshops took place roaming around the park, producing ideas through capturing spatial and visual qualities of the environment.
In the workshops, the maker-groups built structures with three different themes:
conversations (Dual Works), the Story of Stones (Simon & Tom Bloor) and light/shadows (Co.LAB). The project ended with a celebratory day-long event -the "Big Review." Work generated over the summer was presented in the gallery, this time understood as a theatre "in the round." Participants from all the previous workshops as well as members of the public were invited to view and play with the works displayed, and to build further structures. As they did so, conversations emerged between the makers, the children, and the wider community. The sharing of ideas and the collaborative making, wrapped in local stories, highlighted a simple communality centered on an arts institution and its particular setting. 
Objectives
The objective of Futuremakers was open up the idea of "play" between those in the design and creative professions and those in the community. The project aimed to do this by:
-encouraging the sharing of creative ideas about an area's local heritage and how they could be communicated in visual and spatial forms.
-asking how the public might celebrate creativity in an institutional setting.
-learning from past precedents for festival and "play" events, in particular those of Action Space, Sheffield and the Birmingham Arts Lab.
Impacts / Reflections
For the creative practitioners involved, children and adults, what was initially conceived as an event to promote public creativity through physical making became an ongoing process for all of us of using stories, connecting our making to some personal memory or historical fact about the art center and park. The combination of playfulness and seriousness involved in making the "art" allowed us all to take our understanding of the environment further. The makers' different practices generated works of varying scales that then facilitated conversations between different groupsartists, general members of the public, participating children, gallery visitors. Through the aesthetic and physical value of the work we all came to recognize the value of the place. 
